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Introduction
My objective in this article is to identify and describe what seem to me to be the qualities, skills, and
methods of working of the sound quantum analyst.

By ‘’quantum analyst’’ I mean the financial appraiser of construction claims. I do not mean the
tribunal charged with deciding a construction dispute; the person I have in mind usually acts as a
quantum expert. By ‘’construction claims’’ I mean claims against under-performing professionals,
defects claims, claims for components of the contract price, termination claims or, more frequently,
delay and disruption claims. As someone who himself practises in this field, I declare an interest.

The single factor likely to be uppermost in the minds of those involved in the resolution of
construction claims is the financial worth of those claims. The quality of the quantum analyst can
therefore be of the first importance in their satisfactory resolution.

Let me immediately set out what I consider to be the core qualities required. The sound quantum
analyst is well-informed yet inquisitive. He is creative, and motivated to trace a problem down to its
essential components. He will search for gaps, hypothesise about missing material, and explore
justifiable answers.

The role of the quantum analyst
This summary may be thought to conceal a potential tension between expertise in matters to do
with quantum, and the discharge of the role of quantum expert.

In England, an expert witness (sometimes called a ‘’testifying expert’’) is someone who has been
instructed to prepare or give expert evidence for the purposes of contested proceedings. He owes
an overriding duty to the tribunal, regardless of the interests of those from whom the expert has
received his instructions, or by whom he is paid.1 His work should be independent, uninfluenced as
to form or content by the
exigencies of litigation.2

An ‘’advising’’ expert, by contrast, may be retained by a party for the purposes of giving advice to
that party. Such an expert will be free to help in the development of a case; his instructions and
advice given in the contemplation of legal proceedings will usually be privileged against disclosure.3

Whichever role he discharges, however, the expert should in my view always be objective and have
a well-developed scepticism for the commitment of the protagonist, particularly one who advances
his case in finite and inflexible terms. He should be cautious to the temptation, no doubt sometimes
spurred by the desire for a ready answer, to furnish an unwarranted or unsatisfactorily rationalised
evaluation.

What Makes A Sound Quantum Analsyst?
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The conceptual skills required of the sound quantum analyst
The evaluation of construction claims sits at the crossroads of a number of disciplines. It is perhaps
understandable that those who do not have either the training or the experience in a variety of
relevant fields will be nervous as analysts. Thus Bonbright, as long ago as 1937, said: ‘’Doubtless one
of the reasons why legal valuation has not been studied synthetically is that the subject does not
correspond to the specialty of any single profession or of any one person’s career within that
profession. The cautious expert fights shy of a problem that involves law, economics, accountancy,
and commercial appraisal.’’4

The primary disciplines likely to be invoked by the sound quantum analyst working in construction
are law, economics, accountancy and the construction process, including its organisation and
management.

Occasionally, the sound quantum analyst will consult the tenets of even more distant disciplines.
This might extend to the work of the historian and philosopher (in relation, for example, to
causation); the psychologist and welfare economist (in relation, for example, to attitude to and
motivation for work); the time and motion analyst (in relation, for example, to resource outputs and
efficiency).

A sound quantum analyst may therefore be multi-disciplinarian. If not, then he will be able to
identify and call upon the relevant additional expertise or assistance when required, and properly
assimilate and balance the information or advice received.

Given this specification of qualities, it might be thought that the sound quantum analyst is likely to
be drawn from a limited pool of people working within a well-defined discipline, in a well-recognised
(if not common) structure, pursuing an established practice and procedure, deploying a tight, well-
developed and comprehensive set of principles through the use of standard tools and
methodologies.

In fact, the pool turns out to be much larger. It is highly fragmented, being a mixture of people
drawn from diverse backgrounds. There is great divergence in individual skills, and limited consensus
between its practitioners, who often draw heavily on their subjective perceptions and particular
competencies.

In addition, some areas of practice commonly verge on the insular. By way of example, the lay
person usually associates the concept of a ‘’remedy’’ with a process whereby a defaulting defendant
is brought to account by overtly formal legal means. As part of this process, the claimant is usually
seeking a remedy for the invasion by the defendant of an ‘’interest’’ protected by the law. The sound
quantum analyst should be in a position to identify the appropriate interest, be aware of the
considerations involved in pursuing a particular interest rather than any alternative interests, and be
able to evaluate it financially. Yet the construction claims evaluation literature notably fails, on
anything other than a superficial and faltering basis, to recognise, categorise, discuss or seek to
reflect the various interests addressed by the law of remedies or their proper evaluation.

This deficiency is to be noted also at the workface: few analysts reflect these various interests in
their work. That remains the case notwithstanding, in the context of damages for breach of contract,
the publication in the legal literature more than 70 years ago of a seminal (and still the leading)
essay on the subject.5 Thus, the vast majority of quantum analysts would be mystified by references
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to ‘’essential’’ or ‘’incidental’’ reliance, or the ‘’expectation’’, ‘’restitution’’ and ‘’indemnity’’6
interests (which have differing objectives, may constitute alternatives and may have significant
consequences on the burden of proof) which form the essence of that now classic formulation.

The detailed skills required of the sound quantum analyst
I will limit myself in this section to considerations of ‘’cost’’, which are likely to occupy a substantial
part of the work of the quantum analyst.

The proper allocation of cost may often be the key to establishing its recoverability as part of a
construction claim. The question whether a particular cost is properly categorised as time-related,
volume-related, ‘’once-only’’, etc., is beyond the scope of this article. The essential point, however,
is that the skills involved in determining the proper allocation of that cost are as much technical
construction skills as they are a facility with the proper assembly, attribution and manipulation of
the relevant figures.

The differing approach of the various disciplines to ‘’cost’’ may also be a significant consideration.
Thus, to the traditional accountant cost usually represents the historical outlay made to secure
particular resources. This approach can expose significant difficulties, such as with long-lived assets,
and assets contributing to more than one product. In construction claims, plant and overheads are
prime examples of these sorts of assets. Some costs, on the other hand, such as the imputed interest
on capital used in the business, may not be reflected at all by the traditional accountant. To the
economist, the concept of cost tends to be used more as an aid to decisionmaking, indicating
whether, for example, the resource under analysis is being put to its best use. The cost of a
particular commodity is then the value that would have been attributed to that commodity in its
next best alternative use, i.e., its ‘’opportunity cost’’. The analyst should be aware of these
differences and be prepared to articulate and justify his use of and/or preference between them.

Another important distinction is between fixed and variable costs. These are, again, primarily of
interest to the economist, who usually seeks to distinguish between those costs that can be avoided
in the short run (variable costs), and those costs that cannot be so avoided (fixed costs). This
distinction can turn out to be of fundamental importance also to the quantum analyst and
significantly affect his conclusions.7

Sufficient confidence in the claimant’s costs may only be achieved by an analyst who has at his
fingertips a thorough understanding of the costing system used by the claimant. This will usually
involve consideration of comprehensive accounting data. This ranges across the various stages of the
costing hierarchy, starting with the lowliest requisition sheet through to the global corporate and/or
management accounts, sufficient to provide a full financial picture of the project in the context of
the claimant’s business as a whole. An analyst who fails to achieve this level of understanding may
be falling short of what is reasonably to be expected of him in that role.8

Even an analyst armed with this raw data may find the task less than straightforward. A simple and
commonplace complication may be the account coding allocated to a particular entry: costs may
easily be miscoded. The reasons for this may range from blameless inadvertence to mischievous
accountancy.

To illustrate more significant complications, assume that the task of the quantum analyst is to
establish the expenditure incurred by the contractor over a particular period, being the expenditure
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relevant to a delay claim, and that he has available to him the contractor’s account ledgers. It would
be normal, in seeking to establish the expenditure over the relevant period, to take the balance
shown in the general (or particular) ledger at the end of the period and to take from it the balance as
at the beginning of the same period. That, however, must be subjected to adjustments for a range of
items. Two of particular interest would be:

 Provisions

 Post-event allocations

Provisions represent anticipated expenditure whose precise magnitude may not be known at the
date the provision is made. They therefore act as temporary entries. As and when actual
expenditure is made or identified, the provision is adjusted. Accordingly, one must take care to
adjust provisions by actual expenditure. Where provisions are made against expenditure to be
incurred in respect of a future obligation, it may be sensible to exclude it from the period in which
the provision is made, and track it forward into the relevant period. It would thus become an
‘’omission’’ from the ledger.

Post-event allocations occur when an expense is posted in the ledger at some date later than the
commitment to which it relates. It will clearly be necessary to consider the period beyond that which
is the focus of immediate interest to the analyst and to effect relevant corrections. Corrections may
be by way of additions or omissions. Omissions are most likely to result from an analysis of the
hinterland before the beginning of the period which is the focus of interest; additions are most likely
to result from an analysis of the hinterland beyond the end date of the period which is the focus of
interest.

Adjustments which do not make an obvious appearance in the accounting material before the
quantum analyst may or may not fall within the period of focus in the analysis. Dealings with third
parties often provide a fruitful source for such adjustments. A recurrent example is discounts that
the contractor is able to secure against his liabilities to third parties. The unscrupulous contractor
will not disclose such discounts.9 To the extent that it is relevant to any claim, it is important for the
analyst to see the full extent of intermediate invoicing and the documents that constitute the
settlement of accounts between the contractor and such third parties.

In fact, adjustments or accommodations made may go beyond not only the immediate time-frame of
analysis but also beyond the project which is the focus of analysis. These pose some of the greatest
challenges, simply because they are not to be seen, or readily to be discerned, from the data to
which the quantum analyst is likely to be directed, or given access. These may include:

 Credits or rebates from third parties made after the event, without adjustments to earlier
entries/documents being noted or shown.

• Turnover discounts, i.e., discounts which are relevant to the trading relations between
organisations as a whole, relating to the totality of their business.

 Accommodations on other projects (whether extant or anticipated), such as arrangements
for favoured pricing on those other projects.

Because it is impossible to be certain that the analyst has been provided with a complete and
accurate picture, an effective supplement may be for the analyst who has otherwise done his best to
secure a comprehensive understanding of these matters, to provoke production of an express
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statement of truth. This should be from (either, but preferably both) a responsible officer of the
claimant organisation/an independent auditor, and should verify that the accounting data made
available identifies and quantifies all relevant matters. A formulation which I have devised, and used
successfully, requires confirmation that, in relation to all sums claimed, the claimant has disclosed
and taken into account in his claims evaluation: all relevant transactions, (positive and negative)
accruals, provisions, discounts, credits, allowances, rebates, reversals, post-event allocations,
accommodations, or other accounting arrangements, etc., whether in relation to the particular
project under scrutiny, any other projects, or the broader dealings between the claimant and third
parties.

The essential message is, therefore, that sufficient confidence in the claimant’s costs may often be
achieved only by an analyst who has at his disposal a thorough understanding of the accounting
system used by the claimant, comprehensive accounting data, access to the various stages of the
costing hierarchy, and a complete financial picture of the project in the context of the claimant’s
business as a whole.

Investigation of documents directly relevant to the work of the quantum analyst may provide
important additional information, with consequences beyond the matters strictly relevant to the
analyst’s work. Whilst investigations into these areas must always be treated objectively and with
some circumspection (and are probably best done under specific authorisation once a lead is
identified), it is clear that this sort of material may come to the attention of only the quantum
analyst (as nobody else is likely to be charged with considering it) and yet may be of much broader
significance in the dispute resolution process. Thus, take the following example of material
unearthed as part of the disclosure process: a contractor’s quantity surveyor, appointed as its
representative to make interim applications for payment and to settle the final account, knowingly
places incomplete and incorrect financial information relating to the payments made to and
settlements achieved with subcontractors before the employer’s quantity surveyor, in order that it
be acted upon, to the financial advantage of the contractor, whilst he had other, complete and
correct, information in his possession which he did not place before the employer’s quantity
surveyor. The material can be shown to have been acted upon by the employer, as intended.

This sort of material may not only undermine the credibility of the individuals associated with its
creation and dissemination, or the case as a whole, but also provide the employer with a remedy
direct against the contractor (through the concept of vicarious responsibility10), and against the
contractor’s quantity surveyor, 11 as well as founding criminal proceedings.12

Another example, also drawn from the writer’s experience, arose upon the routine inspection as
part of the expert process of invoices submitted by one of the parties’ legal representatives, the
value of which was claimed in connection with an international arbitration. The detailed entries
showed that there had been direct, and extended, telephone contact between those legal
representatives (and, by way of conference calls, others) and a (then prospective and later actual)
member of the arbitral tribunal prior to his appointment, leading to a subsequent challenge to the
appointment of that tribunal member.

Is there an appropriate profession of quantum analysts?
Whilst disciplines other than the law have a substantial role to play, it is the law that provides the
essential framework within which the quantum analyst carries out his work. The role of the courts
has been to lay down guiding principles on measurement.13 Thus, regardless of the basic discipline
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of the quantum analyst, a thorough grasp of the law of remedies, its requirements and boundaries is
an essential prerequisite to his work. I will next consider an (inexhaustive) list of the professions
which may be involved as quantum analysts.

Architects/engineers
It is rare, in the writer’s experience, for architects or engineers to display any overt interest in
quantum analysis. Whilst these practitioners would obviously be familiar with the construction
process, they may lack sufficient expertise in the law, accountancy or economics.

Lawyers
Some commentators on quantification are lawyers, although few if any are actual practitioners in
the field of quantum analysis. Although there is a stronger tradition of legal commentary in the US,
to date there is only one notable example in the UK.14 Yet others combine the perspectives of the
lawyer and the construction practitioner, but these are still relatively rare.

Some judges have shown a marked reluctance to deal, in any detail, with money matters.15 That this
sort of approach is inadequate has been the subject of adverse commentary at the highest judicial
level.16 Whilst at the present day judges appear to be more comfortable with the quantification
role, it seems to this writer that few of them would be at ease with making a decision on quantum
without the aid of some expert evidence.

Accountants
There has been a significant, albeit relatively recent, interest in the UK in the subject particularly by
‘’forensic’’ accountants. Accountancy has tended to have a more profound influence upon US
practice. The substantial drawbacks, if they exist in relation to particular analysts drawn from this
discipline, are likely to relate to the lack of expertise in the law and the construction process and
with ‘’value’’ as opposed to ‘’cost’’ driven appraisals, with which again accountants are likely to be
unfamiliar.

Quantity surveyors
In the UK (and the Commonwealth) the quantum analyst has tended to be drawn from the ‘’quantity
surveying’’ profession. There is no statutory definition of the discipline or, unlike terms such as
‘’architect’’ any protection of the term ‘’quantity surveyor’’.17 It is somewhat of a mongrel
profession traditionally difficult to define, which has adapted significantly to changing circumstances
and the needs of the marketplace. The profession has tended to deploy a broad remit. For these
reasons the term has traditionally been much overused.

The quantity surveyor is primarily concerned with the commercial aspects of construction
contracts.18 Quantity surveying acts as both too broad and too narrow a definition of the quantum
analyst at the present day. Thus, the traditional professional quantity surveyor may not be
sufficiently familiar with:

• appropriate management principles;
• the contractors’ approach to and methods of working;
• construction costs: it is a matter of surprise just how many ‘’professional’’ quantity

surveyors still know little if anything about the manner in which contractors reflect their
costs in their tenders for work, or how their actual costs are incurred or recorded;

• the relevant law.
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The sound quantum analyst’s approach to evaluation
The sound quantum analyst will approach his work methodically, having regard to the points made
above. He will (or should) have a mental list (it might even be written down, drawn from his own
experience and what he has learned or distilled from others over his lifetime’s experience) of key
principles of evaluation.

I set out below, and briefly annotate, some of the items that I believe should appear on that list.
Inevitably, some of these will at points overlap.

Correctly identify the claimant’s cause of action
Lawyers now know that it is never sufficient to ask simply whether A owes B a duty of care. It is
always necessary to determine the scope of the duty by reference to the kind of damage from which
A must take care to save B harmless. The determination of the scope of the duty varies with the area
of law involved. In the case of an implied contractual duty, the nature and extent of the liability is
defined by the term which the law implies.19 The quantum analyst should work within the same
parameters.

Give effect to causal requirements
Proof of causation is usually an essential ingredient to a finding of liability. Thus, it is usually
incumbent upon the claimant to show not only the fact of damage but also that it is causally
connected to the matter complained of, i.e., that it was due to or attributable to it.20

Expenditure may be expressed in causal language: where, for example, commitment to expenditure
is made regardless of the parties’ contract, it cannot be said to have been incurred by reason of the
existence of the contract.21 Such expenditure is therefore unlikely to be recoverable in an action for
reliance damages (which are designed to put the non-breaching party back in the position in which
he would have been in had the contract not been made); by contrast it may be recoverable as
expectation damages (which are designed to put the non-breaching party in the position he would
have been in had the breaching party performed the contract).22 The search, at law, is usually for
‘’effective’’ cause.

In construction disputes a complicating factor is often the question of concurrent causation. Whilst
discussion of concurrent causation is beyond the scope of this article, as a general rule a contract
breaker cannot excuse himself from performance by pointing to a concurrent cause of somebody
else’s making; it is enough that his breach of contract is ‘’an’’ effective cause.23

Nor is it usually necessary in contract to evaluate competing causes and ascertain which of them is
dominant.24 Whilst explicit discussion of causation in contract is, by contrast with tort, relatively
rare it has been said that equivalent considerations apply.25

Notwithstanding all this, account should always be taken of any particular contractual rules on the
resolution of causal issues. Thus, it may be that the contract requires the extension of time
provisions (and any related delay analysis) to be operated in a particular way, e.g., prospectively. In
the absence of a contractual requirement so to do, a dogmatic application of rules of thumb, such as
the prospective approach, may well produce invalid answers.

What does seem clear is that where the alleged default is a breach of contract, it will usually be
important, when considering causation, to specify with some precision the obligation which is said to
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have been breached, e.g., the failure to complete the whole of the works by a specified date (or
where defaults are specified against sections of work, by a particular list of dates). Again, this is often
ignored, to the detriment of analysis.

Work within the remoteness requirements
It is well known that whilst an ordering of the facts and a resolution of the causal issues may suggest
recovery for matters far removed from the immediate difficulty, the law will not allow recovery of all
the consequences of a wrong.

Whilst a discussion of remoteness is beyond the scope of this article, it is of central importance that
the analyst understand and work within the limitations imposed by the law, having regard in turn to
the different considerations which apply to the area of law which founds the cause of action.

Take proper account of ‘’no loss’’ arguments
A claimant may be unable to recover any damages because he can show no loss.26 The analyst
should familiarise himself with the many exceptions to or glosses upon this rule, however, such as
where the claimant receives some extrinsic or collateral advantage,27 or there is unavoidable
betterment.28 In relation to betterment, the burden of proof lies with the defendant. It is not
enough that an element of betterment can be identified. It has to be shown that the claimant had a
choice, and that he would have been able to mitigate his loss at less cost.29

Where there is more than one measure of loss, select the most appropriate
There may be a number of different ways of measuring the damage. They may produce significantly
different financial answers. Thus, by way of example, the loss to a building owner due to the
incorporation of defective or non-compliant materials may be measured by the cost of correction or
the diminution in value of the building.

Minscombe Properties Ltd v. Sir Alfred McAlpine & Sons Ltd 30 concerned the question whether the
cost of reinstatement of land to its contracted-for condition should be recoverable as damages. It
was decided that relevant factors, guided by the facts of each case (including in that particular case
the tenacity of the claimant in seeking to develop the land and the prospects of securing planning
permission, which influenced the likelihood of reinstatement being in fact effected) include both
considerations that damages are compensatory and that any damages should be reasonable as
between the claimant and the defendant. Having regard to such matters, the cost of reinstatement
was allowed.

Recognise avoidable consequences and compensating advantages

It is often the case that whilst an obvious disadvantage is suffered by reason of a breach of contract,
an advantage is also gained.31

Less immediate or obvious compensating advantages may also come into play. For example,
construction work which was intended to be carried out during the summer months may be pushed
into the winter months and following work, which was originally due to be carried out during the
winter is now pushed even further back to the following summer when, for example, working hours
are longer and efficiency greater.
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The same principle may apply to the volume of work: thus if, by reason of a breach, less work than
otherwise would have been the case is carried out during inclement weather because, for example,
the pace of work is slowed down, that advantage should be weighed in the balance against damages
otherwise resulting from the breach. Similarly, an improvement in efficiency may be generated
because of fewer work people working in a given area than would otherwise be the case if no breach
had occurred. The obvious solution is to balance loss against gain and to award any net loss as
compensation.32

Achieve as certain a measure as the circumstances allow

A tribunal expects to have satisfactory evidence of damages, where it is, or might reasonably have
been available.33 Thus, in Oak Tree Leisure Ltd v. R A Fisk & Associates and W Fearnley & Sons
(Salford) Ltd,34 claims were made by an employer against an architect and a contractor in respect of
building works to create a restaurant and public bar. Both organisations were found liable. In respect
of one item, loss of profit in the sum of £10,000, however, the employer led no evidence. HH Judge
Gilliland, QC, at first instance held that the claim was nevertheless a reasonable estimate, concluding
that it was not necessary for there to be evidence to establish the true value of the claim. The Court
of Appeal held that this was the wrong approach. The mere fact that a claim was made had no
evidential value whatever; the court must have some evidence. Loss of profits could not be inferred
from a lack of challenge. It has, nevertheless, been said that: ‘’The fact that damages cannot be
assessed with certainty does not relieve the wrongdoer of the necessity of paying damages.’’35

The distinction appears to be between the case where liability has not been made out and the case
where liability is clear but quantum cannot be precisely established. In the former, no remedy is
given; in the latter, where clear quantum evidence does not exist, something less may do and a
remedy nevertheless given.36

Make comparisons on a valid, equivalent, basis

Comparisons are often made in damages claims between what ought to, and what does, obtain.37 In
order for such comparisons to be valid, they must be made on a basis of equivalence.38
Construction claims are no exception,39 although it is remarkable how often in practice this very
simple principle is overlooked or ignored.

Recognise latitude of choice

Where a breach of contract is or may be involved, the express remedy granting provisions are
sometimes coupled with a saving common law remedy provision.40 The claimant is entitled in such a
case to pursue alternative claims, and there is no requirement to elect between them.41

Where the claimant is obliged to pursue an express remedy set out in the contract he may need to
bring himself within some particular administrative provision required by that remedy. The relevant
tribunal may insist on strict compliance in order to admit the remedy.42 This is perhaps hardly
surprising, particularly in circumstances where an equivalent remedy does not exist under the
general law. The analyst should therefore have regard to the particular remedy-granting provisions
and the strictures they impose upon the claimant.
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It may, by contrast (and exceptionally), be that the remedy at common law is superior to that
available under an express remedy-granting clause. Thus, particular heads of damage may not be
recoverable where the provision extends only to ‘’cost’’ or ‘’expense’’,43 but otherwise where ‘’loss’’
is allowable.44

Take account of price considerations

Claims based upon price (as opposed to ‘’cost’’) are many and varied, but they can broadly be split
between those where original contract price is relied on-either to found a claim for a part of what is
included within that price, or as a basis to determine the value of a remedy for a claim in excess of
the original contract price-and those where the value of the price that it is sought to recover is
unrelated to the original contract price.

For claims which rely on allowances said to have been made by the claimant in its original contract
price, it would be odd if the quantum analyst did not seek to satisfy himself that an allowance was in
fact made in that original pricing, that it was of the order claimed, and that the original contract
price was adequate to sustain the claimed allowance. These are difficult, but important,
prerequisites for which the alternative, of presumptions in favour of the claimant, are all too easily
made, usually by oversight.

Examples of pricing considerations unrelated to the original contract price include quantum meruit
claims where a routinely applied rule of evaluation puts the measure of recovery at cost plus a
reasonable mark-up for profit.

Require adequate proof of loss of alternative opportunities

It may be that the claim is, or can only be, put on the basis that the defendant deprived the claimant
of an opportunity which would otherwise have been available to the claimant to exploit his
commercial assets or resources. In those circumstances it would be odd if the quantum analyst did
not seek adequate evidence of that allegation. By ‘’adequate’’ here is intended not only that the
claimant adduce satisfactory evidence that an alternative opportunity was in fact lost, but that the
magnitude of that opportunity coincides with the size of the claim made. This is, again, routinely
overlooked by quantum analysts, particularly in relation to claims not overtly couched in loss of
opportunity terms.

Recognise spare capacity and voluntary expenditure

The normal award for damages for breach of contract is designed to put the claimant into the
position he would have been in, absent the defendant’s breach of contract (the ‘’expectation’’
interest, referenced above). Where the claimant, for some reason other than the defendant’s
breach, over-provides resources, such as where the resources reflected in the original pricing of the
project have (or should have) spare capacity associated with them, the measure of such over-
provision may be ignored for the purposes of evaluation.

Take the simple example of job-dedicated tools. Such tools are largely of the non-mechanical variety
(e.g., screwdrivers, brushes, chisels, hammers). Although they may clearly have a physical life
extending beyond the project to which they are dedicated, such resources are commonly priced and
shown in the contractor’s cost accounting as consumables. Where, by reason of an employer’s
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breach of contract, those tools are retained longer on the project, or exposed to greater use than
anticipated but not replaced, they may generate no additional cost to the contractor and hence
would not, without more, legitimately figure in a breach of contract claim for such costs: they have
‘’spare capacity’’ associated with them.

An example of spare capacity in the cases is to be seen in McAlpine Humberoak Ltd v. McDermott
International Ltd (No 1),45 in which the claimants sought recovery of increased costs alleged to arise
out of the execution of variations (Nos 73 and 75) to pallets that were part of the weather deck for a
tension leg platform of an offshore oil structure. The claim related to the increased cost of a crane
allegedly required to load the varied pallets on a barge. The defendant conceded that a crane larger
than that allowed for by the claimants was required, but denied the claim, arguing that a crane of
larger capacity would in any event have been required to handle the original work. The Court of
Appeal accepted the defendant’s argument.46 Alternatively, the claimant may have been obliged to
provide additional resources as a result of a breach of contract for which payment may have already
been made, e.g., the introduction of an additional job-dedicated project manager whose time is not
wholly taken up and can also attend to the consequences of other defendant defaults.

Examples of spare capacity can appear at all areas within a project or organisation. In contracting
organisations, it is most likely to arise with preliminaries, overheads, and plant resources. In
addition, some expenditure may be undertaken at the risk of the claimant. Thus, whilst expenditure
incurred in tendering for construction projects is almost always undertaken at the request of the
defendant, it ordinarily falls into this category. In the absence of exceptional effort (which may
justify a restitutionary remedial response47), such expenditure ordinarily falls into a category of
voluntary effort by the claimant that may be recoverable only against a commission.48

Avoid duplication
The sound quantum analyst will always be alert to the prospect of duplication in claims. The
potential for duplication is so wide-ranging that the analyst should be ready to meet it at all points of
his analysis. He will continually have at the forefront of his thinking that damages are compensatory.

The duplication may be between the claim at hand and other claims advanced at the same time,49
with the original contract price or a component thereof; or with the wider business revenues of the
claimant, etc.50 Experience shows that duplication between claims is more likely in particular areas
than others: the sound quantum analyst will develop a sixth sense about such potential. A recurring
example in contractors’ claims is between variation accounts and prolongation or disruption
claims.51 A further, everyday, example is the contractor who seeks damages from a range of
subcontractors, recovery of which would lead to his achieving a windfall against his true loss.52

Conclusion
The primary disciplines drawn upon by the sound quantum analyst are likely to be law, economics,
accountancy and the construction process, including its organisation and management.
The most satisfactory evaluations are likely to be those which have regard to and seek to balance a
solution
from among the answers provided by these relevant disciplines. By contrast, an answer which
achieves
satisfaction of only one, or less than the full complement of answers from the relevant disciplines, is
likely
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to prove less satisfactory or persuasive. In that event, the analyst should be in a position to make,
and
justify, a rational choice between the disparate answers which result.
The sound quantum analyst will be familiar with this wide variety of relevant influences upon his
work and
be able, persuasively, to accommodate and apply them.
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